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Introduction to your Programme Handbook

The purpose of this Handbook is to introduce you to your programme of study and to direct you
to other general information about studying at Cardinal Newman College and Middlesex
University. 
The material in this document is as accurate as possible at the date of production; however, you
will be informed of any major changes in a timely manner. 

Your comments on any improvements to this handbook are welcome.  

Please put them in writing (an email will suffice) with the name of the Programme Handbook to 
Hayley Sommerville hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk. 

Information in alternative formats

This handbook is available on the induction platform on TEAMS General (Foundation Degree
Teaching and Learning Support and Early Years) | Microsoft Teams  and the college website
University Courses at Cardinal Newman College.

If you have a disability which makes navigating our website difficult and would like to receive
information in an alternative format please contact the programme lead for the Foundation
Degree Hayley Sommerville hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk.

We can supply sections from this publication as:
- A word document with enlarged type which can be sent by email, supplied on a CD or memory
stick. 
- A printed copy on non-white paper.
- A printed copy with enlarged type.
- As Braille.

Other formats may be possible and we will do our best to respond promptly. To help us with this
please be as specific as you can and include full details of your disability.

The University Regulations
 

As a student of Middlesex University you agree to abide by the University Regulations when you
enrol and therefore you should read this handbook in conjunction with the Middlesex University
Regulations.

These regulations are updated every year and you will receive a hard copy at induction however
they are available online.

Middlesex University
Student Entitlements – UK Validated Programmes   
2020/2021
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We are delighted that you have chosen Cardinal Newman College to begin your undergraduate study. The College,
an Ofsted Grade One outstanding non-selective Catholic Sixth Form College in Preston, offers a small suite of
validated workbased higher education courses. Since this Foundation Degree was first validated in 2015 there has
been some outstanding outcomes for students, personally, professionally and academically. The course continues to
be an attractive alternative to students who want to study for a degree to improve their practice and/or extend their
employment opportunities but wish to or need to continue to work. 

Cardinal Newman College works closely with Middlesex University with whom this degree is validated and the
university academic regulations are adhered to found for your reference at
https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0031/623758/Regulations-2021-22-V1.12.pdf 

Throughout the course we will regularly seek your feedback on your experiences and your views will feed into our
quality assurance cycle involving the college Principal, college governors, our university and institutional link tutor.
We use your feedback to identify areas for improvement captured in action plans that underpin the quality of our
provision. In the National Student Survey 2021 100% of our students reported they were satisfied with the quality of
their course. 
 
The college is registered with The Office for Students in the approved category and its commitments to higher
education is reflected in the Access and Participation Statement which is published annually
http://www.cardinalnewman.ac.uk/university-courses/access-and-participation-statement  

In September 2021 the college successful achieved a Provisional Teaching in Excellence Framework (TEF) from OFS
http://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/advice-and-guidance/teaching/tef-outcomes/#/tefoutcomes  TEF outcomes -
Office for Students. This accolade assesses excellence in teaching and how providers ensure excellent outcomes for
students in terms of graduate-level employment or further study. 

I hope you will thrive studying with us and enjoy all the experiences, we look forward to working with you and
supporting you and wish you every success on your Foundation Degree

Kathy Salisbury 
Assistant Principal  
Cardinal Newman College

Cardinal Newman College
St Augustines Building,
St Augustines Place,
PRESTON 
PR1 4HD

Welcome to the Foundation Degree in 
Teaching and Learning Support
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Welcome from your Programme Lead

We are pleased that you have chosen to begin your journey to study Higher Education at
Cardinal Newman College studying the Foundation Degree in Teaching and Learning Support.
This work-based Foundation Degree will enable you opportunities to share good practice with
others who are working with children, develop your academic knowledge and skills and
enhance opportunities for your learning and development in practice.   
 
The course is designed to introduce the knowledge and skills necessary for undergraduate
study supporting you to begin applying theory to practice in order that you develop a deeper
understanding of the concept of working with children. Ultimately the course aims to facilitate
you to become an accomplished, competent and ethical practitioner. 
 
The Foundation Degree in Teaching and Learning Support is an appropriate progression route
for those who hold a Level 3 qualification such as NVQs, A Levels, BTECs or T Levels. 

This handbook will provide you with specific information about the different aspects of this
Foundation Degree however throughout the course module leads will explain procedures and
processes and involve you in many of these.   

The HE team at Cardinal Newman College are committed to supporting you to exceed your
own expectations and there are many strategies in place to enable you to achieve this. 

I wish you well with your studies and look forward to working with you along your journey. 

Hayley Sommerville
HE Programme Lead Teaching and Learning Support and Early Years. 
hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk  

Cardinal Newman College
St Augustines Building,
St Augustines Place,
PRESTON 
PR1 4HD
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COLLABORATIVE STUDENTS’ ENTITLEMENTS

UK Validated Programmes

I would like to wish you a warm welcome to your programme, delivered in collaboration with
Middlesex University. 

Middlesex University works in collaboration with your institution to ensure your programme of
study is of an academic standard and quality which meets the requirements of the national
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) and has therefore been validated as a formal qualification of
Middlesex University. 

The University works in partnership with a wide range of institutions globally. More information
can be found on the University web pages:  http://www.mdx.ac.uk/

As a student on a Middlesex University validated programme, you are studying for a
qualification that is designed, taught and assessed by your College/Institution (our ‘Partner’
Institution) but which is validated as a Middlesex University qualification.  This collaboration is
formalised in a Memorandum of Co-operation which sets out all of the programme’s academic
and administrative arrangements and which is held on record.

Your main source of guidance will be from your programme team or the administrative staff
within your institution who will already have established student support services to help you. In
addition, both your Institution and the University have each appointed a Link Tutor to ensure
the smooth running of your programme of study and clear and effective communication
between our two institutions. Your Institution will be able to identify these members of staff to
you. 

The University Link Tutor will visit your institution during the year, either in person or virtually,
usually the visit is aligned to the Programme Voice Group (or equivalent) to which students are
invited to discuss the running of the programme.

In the following pages you will find useful information outlining the range of entitlements open to
you as a student on a collaborative programme with Middlesex University. 

I wish you success for the forthcoming academic year and for your studies.

Gurdip Binning 

Director of International Recruitment and Academic Partnerships 
Middlesex University
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Student Identity

You are a full student member of Middlesex University.    
The regulations governing student membership can be found in our formal document University
Regulations, available on-line at https://www.mdx.ac.uk/about-us/policies/university-regulations 

Your identity card is issued by Cardinal Newman College you will not receive a Middlesex
University student ID card.

Cardinal Newman College have a supportive and well resourced library with extended opening
hours and bespoke support strategies for our Higher Education students.
https://www.cardinalnewman.ac.uk/university-courses/librarysupport/

Financial support information can be found on our website
https://www.cardinalnewman.ac.uk/university-courses/support-fees/. or discuss any queries
during the application and interview period.

You will have opportunity to discuss your specific needs, requirements and preferences during
this time. 

Student Records

The details of students on validated collaborative programmes are held on the University’s central
student management system. These include your personal contact and programme details. 
Completion of Studies

Graduation Ceremony Cardinal Newman College will hold its own Graduation Ceremony at which
Middlesex University will be represented.  

You are also entitled to attend one of the University’s Graduation Ceremonies held at our Hendon
Campus in London in July – invitations to register will be sent to you via your Institution.  More
information can be found at http://unihub.mdx.ac.uk or by contacting the Graduation Ceremonies
Office on + 44 (0) 20 8411 6770.

Certification A full diploma supplement of the modules studied and grades and credits gained will
be sent to you by your Institution.

Your Qualification Certificate will subsequently be sent to you by your Institution
Alumni Services You are entitled to access the University’s Alumni Association’s services. More
information can be found at http://www.mdx.ac.uk/about-us/alumni
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Student Benefits

TOTUM Card

(TOTUM, the new name for the NUS extra card) You can apply for a TOTUM card which is the
ultimate must have student card. It features many exclusive student discounts.  There are three
Totum options to choose, Totum and Totum Pro, membership for both are available for 1, 2 or 3
years and Totum Digital the membership is for 1 year.  

Further information on the ISIC can be found www.ISIC.org.

To apply for the Totum card, first go online to 
https://cards.totum.com/join/sign-in
Specific details regarding the application process are as follows: 

• Click on verify by student email address
• Enter your Institution verification email address, a confirmation address will be sent to your
Institution, or if you have an email address with your Institution please use this email as a
verification email.
• Once the verification email is received, complete the application process selecting delivery to
your home address or other UK address you wish the card to be sent to.

Key Contacts

As stated on the front of this handbook the Link Tutor at Cardinal Newman College for the
courses validated by Middlesex University is Vicky Bryant vbryant@cardinalnewman.ac.uk and
the Link Tutor at Middlesex is Nicky Spawls n.spawls@MDX.ac.uk. Both tutors are jointly
responsible for ensuring the programme is delivered according to the arrangements agreed when
it was approved.  Both link tutors attend the Programme Voice Group meetings where they hear
the views of students on the programme, however you can contact either if you have a query or
suggestion. 
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The Memorandum of Cooperation
This is the formal agreement between Middlesex University and Cardinal Newman College on the
delivery of the Programme. 

The Memorandum, among other things, sets out the responsibilities of both Cardinal Newman
College and Middlesex University.  

In brief these include: 

 • Day to day responsibility, admissions,
enrolment, tuition, learning resources,
assessment, production of marketing
materials and creating a handbook and
updating any changes. 
• Complaints 
• Inviting link tutor to Programme Voice
Group Meetings. 
• Students with Disabilities 
• Health & Safety 
• Compliance with MU Data Protection Policy
Equal Opportunities.

• Resolution of matters of
concern arising from Annual
Monitoring process. 
• MU Link Tutor passes
assessment results on to
University.
• Facilitation of progression to
MU for FdA students.
• Approval of publicity material,
handbook, web site material etc.
• Complaints relating to FdA -
College procedures being
exhausted.

CollegeUniversity 
Respective Responsibilities

If you wish to view this document then please contact Hayley Sommerville
hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk 

The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education
(QAA) UK Quality Code

Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA) UK Quality CodeThe Office for Students
(OfS) is the statutory regulator of higher education in England,working in the interests of students
and prospective students from all backgrounds.  The QAA is an independent agency appointed
by the OfS as the designated quality body whichis responsible forupholding the academic quality
and standards of all universities andcolleges in the UK.  The QAA produce theUK Quality Code
which outlines the key expectations placed on all UK Higher Education providers.  

There is  specific guidance onhow institutions should manage partnership arrangements, such as
the programme you arenow enrolled on.  Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA)
UK Quality Code,Advice and Guidance: Partnerships.The QAA also review higher education
providers (including Middlesex) to ensure that it isoperating in line with the Quality Code and
providing the best academic experience for itsstudents. You can also learn more about Quality
Assurance at: http://www.qaa.ac.uk/quality-code 
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Staff Name 
Hayley Sommerville 
Programme Lead Director of student welfare.
Module tutor /Work based Link Tutor

Kathy Salisbury 
Assistant Principal HE
Module tutor  

Vicky Bryant
Vice Principal 
CNC Link Tutor 

Tegan Walsh 
Module Tutor

Debbie Davenport
HE Administrator 

Katie Dalton 
Library Manager

Faye Mawdesley
Careers Manager

Alison Hazelwood
Head of ALS 

Technicians 
Anthony Dickinson 
Head of Network Services.

Contact Details 

hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

ksalisbury@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

vbryant@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

teganwalsh@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

ddavenport@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

kdalton@cardinalnewman.ac.uk 

fmawdesley@cardinalnewman.ac.uk 

ahazelwood@cardnalnewman.ac.uk

 
adickinson@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

Cardinal Newman College HE Programme Team

The purpose of this section is to introduce students to the key teaching and teaching support staff
relating to their programme as well as to give details on how to contact them. 
Please refer to your student handbook for descriptions of staff job roles.
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TEAMS – The HE team use TEAMS to communicate with HE students
and share resources for Learning, Teaching and Assessment. 
MS Teams will hold resources relating to each module of the
Foundation Degree, as well as policies and procedures you need to
successfully support you through the course, including relevant links
to Middlesex University.  

EMAIL - Once enrolled onto your Foundation Degree you will receive
an ID login for the ICT equipment and a College email account will be
opened for you. This email address together with the messaging
facility of TEAMS will be the one used by all staff at College to
communicate with you; it is very important that you log in regularly, we
recommend at least every three days. 

CONTACT DETAILS - You should ensure that we are kept up-to-date
of your contact details to ensure that all important communication
reaches you, as the information you provide at enrolment is held on
our CEDAR system, maintained in accordance with the General Data
Protection Regulations. If you wish to change your contact details
please contact MIS@cardinalnewman.ac.uk

The Foundation Degree in Teaching and Learning
Support at Cardinal Newman College.

 
All general information about Cardinal Newman College can be found on the College website
www.cardinalnewman.ac.uk  

All specific information about our HE courses including your Foundation Degree is available on
the website by clicking on the University Courses or via link below. 

https://www.cardinalnewman.ac.uk/university-courses/

This Foundation Degree is studied over two years (full-time). Students attend university one day
per week for 33 weeks each year compared to 24 weeks on a comparable course at Higher
Education Institutions. 
Each week students are required to attend for 6.5 hours for teaching and learning which includes
tutorials and 1:1’s in addition independent study will be required together with work experience.  

Reflection - is critical to successful work based learning and will be used in teaching, learning
and assessment throughout your Foundation degree. All the modules are designed to facilitate
the development of your reflective skills upon your practical experiences, questioning yourself,
“Why do I do this”, “Why do I feel like this?” “Why did this happen?” which promotes learning at
a deeper level. 
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Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) 

The tuition fees for this Foundation Degree during 2022-2023 are £5995 per annum which will
remain unchanged for the duration of your L4 and L5 programme. As this is a work-based degree
students will require DBS clearance the cost of which must be met by the student, please speak
to Hayley Sommerville for help and guidance with your application. 

Attendance requirements

High levels of engagement in the degree course is critical for success and a vital employment
skill. You will be required to show a minimum attendance level of 80% per module and this will
be recorded through registration at the start of each taught session. If you fall below this level,
you will be expected to attend a one to one meeting with the programme lead. Where your
attendance fails to meet the minimum required to meet the learning outcomes of the module, as
published, you may be excluded from the assessment and graded X for the module. The X grade
is applied if you fail to participate in the learning process of a module for which you are registered

Punctuality Policy

Please try to avoid being late for your lessons as this impacts on your understanding and
interrupts the learning of others. If you know that you will be unavoidably late or unable to attend
then it is important you contact the module lead of your session so they are aware. 

Employability and Careers 

Cardinal Newman College is committed to supporting you to enhance your employability and
helping you to develop professionalism for use in the work place. Employers argue they are
looking for polished graduates who not only have a good degree but who also have the right
skills, attributes and values to support their knowledge, this aim is embedded throughout our HE
provision.   

The development of Key employability skills, for example, team work, self-management,
leadership, communication, ICT, literacy and numeracy, are all integral to this degree
programme, although this may not always be evident to you as they will not always be presented
as such.

Throughout your course colleagues from College’s careers department will be available for you to
meet with to provide you with information, guidance, advice and support to enable you to
achieve your goals.  To enrich your study guest speakers from industry will present key
information related to practice which will not only help your academic development but your
professional development too.    

The careers department, situated in the main building, has a wealth of information for you and if
you would like an appointment to meet with one of the careers team you can either call in or
arrange via email careers@cardinalnewman.ac.uk. 
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Personal Development Planning – E Portfolio 

Personal Development Planning (PDP) provides the opportunity to assess the value of the skills
and knowledge you are developing and identify your future learning and development needs. It
offers a structured way to reflect on what you are good at and what you need to develop further.
You will learn to review your own skill levels and what you have learned from different situations
and environments, including your studies, part time work, voluntary work and other activities; you
will record your reflections and use them to help you think about and plan your future
development. 

You will have opportunities throughout your foundation degree to meet with a HE tutor to discuss
your progress and any areas for development. It provides both you and your tutor with an
opportunity to review and reflect upon your learning and see if you require any additional support
to help you achieve.

PDP and Progress Reviews are an important part of your personal development and reflects the
working environment where employers encourage new graduates to assess their own continuous
professional development (CPD) using an E Portfolio. 

Practical experience, Work Place Mentor and Work Place Link Tutor

As this is a work-based degree you are expected to work or volunteer with and support children
in Key Stage 1 and or 2 for at least one day a week for the full duration of the course. These
experiences will provide opportunities for you to develop a deeper understanding of the
concepts introduced to you through teaching and learning, and support the development of
sector specific professional knowledge and skills. The work experiences can be through paid
employment or volunteering but students are expected to arrange these themselves however we
can offer guidance and support as required. It is expected that you are in practice by the end of
October of the first year as all teaching, learning and assessments are rooted into and applied to
practice, failure to do this could jeopardise your place on the course. 

Each student will be asked to identify a mentor in their setting who agrees to support them
during their foundation degree who will receive our Work Place Information Pack with full details
about the course. This mentor is someone from whom students can obtain advice and guidance
and exchange ideas and the college’s work-based link tutor will liaise with them through visits
arranged at mutually convenient times. It is important that settings are aware of Degree
requirements, the need for students to develop knowledge and skills working with children at this
stage and how this informs their role and that provision is made for students to experience the
breadth of this curriculum.

Results

At the end of each academic year, your marks for each module assessment will be presented
and confirmed at the Awards and Grades Board. This board is attended by the External
Examiner, University and college Link Tutor and HE teaching team. Following this at level 4 you
will receive a transcript by email confirming your results and the progression code applied. At
level 5 the transcript will confirm the Award achieved. The Assessment Boards follows Middlesex
University Regulations, Section D1C Assessment Boards at Collaborative Institutions.
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Diploma Supplement 

All students who successfully complete L4 and L5 of their Foundation Degree will be issued
electronically with a Diploma Supplement, verified by Middlesex University which will state
Cardinal Newman College as the institution where you have studied. Your Diploma Supplement
will include the modules you have taken, grades achieved and will state your qualification
achieved with the classification and title but additionally it contains information on the nature,
level, context, content and status of the studies undertaken and successfully completed. 
 Diploma Supplements are intended to help external parties such as current or future employers
or other Higher Education providers understand more about your programme in addition to your
grades.

Certificates

When you graduate your final qualification, certificate will be issued by Middlesex University and
together with details of the qualification it will also include Cardinal Newman College along with
the words ‘in collaboration with’. Your certificate will be sent to Cardinal Newman College by
Middlesex University within 4 months of the date the qualification is awarded (usually the
assessment board date). This certificate will be forwarded to you at the address college holds for
you therefore it is very important that you keep college up to date of your address details.  
Full details of the information which will appear on the certificate are set out in the Middlesex
Regulations, section E13.5: http://www.mdx.ac.uk/regulations 

Topping up your Foundation Degree

Throughout your course there will be a wealth of guidance and information relating to your
progression opportunities from your teachers and college’s careers department. In addition, in
year 2 representatives will be invited into college to talk about possible ‘Top-Up’ opportunities
and appointments can be made with our careers department to discuss student’s specific
requirements. You will have the opportunity to progress onto the Top-Up at Cardinal Newman
College, L6 BA (Hons) Working with Children in Early Years and Education or BA (Hons) in
Educational Studies or BA (Hons) in Early Childhood Studies at Middlesex University and our
local universities also offer ‘top up’ courses that may be of interest to you.
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LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT AT LEVELS 4 AND 5 

Our learning, teaching and assessment approaches will support, encourage and require you to
be actively involved in your learning and collaborate with other students. 
As this is a work- based foundation degree you will be actively involved in all learning and
teaching strategies which generates vibrant and engaging learning environments. Such active
approaches aim to put you at the centre of your learning as an active participant working both
individually and collaboratively with other students. 

A variety of approaches to teaching and learning will be utilised to reflect the academic level,
session content and outcomes. We recognise that students will bring a diversity of experience,
knowledge and cultural values to the sessions all of which provide a rich foundation to learning
and teaching. 
Consequently, the choice and variety of teaching methods used in each module will not only be
selected to deliver the module content most effectively, to meet the range of individual student
needs but also to best support the development of social, personal and employment skills. 

Teaching, learning and assessment will take place through a mixture of lectures, seminars, group
activities such as discussions, research, presentations as well as completion of individual
reflective journals. 
Your learning will also be supported by technology, using existing and emerging learning
technologies to engage you in e-learning activities. The foundation degree will be facilitated using
a variety of media and online tools such as ebrary (library resources) which will allow you flexible
access to a diverse range of online resources, quizzes and learning materials as well as
collaborative tools with which you can engage and learn with your peers. Engaging with e-
learning will also help you to develop skills which not only help with deeper learning and
understanding but are also highly valued by employers. We hope that you will embrace all ICT
opportunities available to you please be reassured that each module tutor and our ICT
technicians are available to help and support. 

Modules at level 4 and 5 will often be launched with a lead lecture followed up by seminar work. 

Lectures will consist of an oral presentation by the tutor to convey critical information, history,
background and theories relating to the subject being covered whereas the seminar will be a
group discussion to explore a specific topic raised during the lecture and naturally apply to your
practice. This will be beneficial for exploration of the subject and consolidation of your
knowledge and understanding.
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Formative Assessment 

Formative assessment is feedback you will receive; it is not graded but aims to give you
guidance on your performance and suggestions on how to improve. Formative feedback is
critically important, valuable to improving your assessments before they are subject to final
assessment (summative) which goes towards your final grade. 
Much formative assessment on the degree will involve group work through seminars, this staged
feedback gives you opportunities to practice your knowledge and skills such as presenting your
research, discussion of ideas and analysis and develop your confidence in using them in your
final piece of work thus this should be more refined.  As part of your formative assessment, you
may be expected to participate actively in learning activities and engage with peers both
individually and collaboratively. It is felt that this style of learning nurtures skills particularly
relevant to working with people helping you to develop a variety of interpersonal and
communication skills.

Summative Assessment 

Summative assessment is designed to measure the extent to which students have achieved the
intended learning outcomes of a module and therefore a grade will be awarded. Learning
outcomes are the specific skills and knowledge that you are expected to demonstrate as a result
of studying a module. Summative assessment should assess achievement of all learning
outcomes in a secure and accurate manner and on this foundation degree this will mainly
comprise of creation of portfolios of evidence, research proposals, displays, essays, reports,
presentations and role play. Please see the module narratives towards the back of this
handbook. 
Assessment may also involve self, peer or group approaches. You may be asked for example to
self-assess your own work, indicating where you feel you have clearly demonstrated your
understanding and also identify areas where you can see you can make improvements.
Assessment may also be a peer process where students individually, or as groups, offer
feedback on one another’s work, taking part in this approach to assessment is a valuable tool for
developing a range of student’s personal, social and employment skills, a central focus of work
based degrees.    In addition to this, group assessments may be utilised, where part of the
assessment process requires you to demonstrate your ability to work as part of a group or team
and possibly receive a group mark.

Submission, Receipt, Marking and Return of Assessment

You must submit all assessments electronically with the appropriate front sheets fully completed,
failure to do so will result in your assessment being returned to you unmarked. You submit via
TEAMS using the electronic plagiarism detection tool ‘Turn It In’. Details on how to use this
electronic plagiarism tool will be provided during your induction period. 
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Electronic Receipt
 
When assessments are submitted electronically you will receive an automatic acknowledgment.
Assessments arriving after the specified deadline date and time will be deemed late and the relevant
penalties will apply. Please see the college’s concessions and procedures for further information. 

Assessment Feedback

Feedback on your assessment provides the opportunity for you to reflect on it and to use this feedback as
the basis for learning and to improve your work.

Feedback can take many forms and may be informal, for example, it may be given and discussed in the
classroom or it may be more formal and delivered in written or audio form from peers or academic staff. 
 Understanding your feedback is very important and to achieve this you are encouraged to discuss
feedback with your peers and academic staff. Receiving feedback on your work is an essential and
important part of learning.

Feedback on summative assessment will be offered in a variety of forms and all work will be marked and
moderated in line with the Code of Assessment Practice, which can be found in section M of the
University Regulations: www.mdx.ac.uk/regulations.  

You will normally receive feedback within three working weeks of the published submission date. Where
assessments are handed in at the end of term, feedback will be provided in the first taught session of the
following terms module.

Marking, second marking

Cardinal Newman College will adhere to the requirements of Middlesex University Regulations for
moderation of student work specifically Section M ‘Code of Assessment Practice.’ This foundation degree
will operate a system of moderation for all assessed work this will include sampling and second marking
and will include all modules. A minimum of 10% of all coursework will be moderated which will include all
coursework that is failed, on the boarder-line and all distinctions. 

Where a module consists of more than one assessment the final grade will be multiplied by its weighting
and then adding the results for each assessment in that module together to form an aggregate score. 

External Examiner  

To ensure academic standards are maintained on this foundation degree we have an External Examiner.
The external examiner is a subject expert who helps assure that your Middlesex award is comparable to
that at other UK universities by reviewing the programme curriculum, the assessment and the learning
resources. Our external examiner collaborates with us throughout the academic year, moderating samples
of student’s work and attends the Awards, Grades and Progression board then completes a report for
Middlesex University from which an Action Plan is generated. 

It is inappropriate for students to make direct contact with the external examiner however the complaints
and appeal system exists to allow you to express any concerns you have, including the marks you have
been given for your performance. 

You can read more about the role of external assessors and quality assurance on the QAA website:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/assuringStandardsAndQuality/what-is-quality/pages/default.aspx 
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Deferral of assessment and Extenuating Circumstances

If you have exceptional circumstances that prevent you from meeting an assessment deadline, you may
be entitled to a short extension or deferral of assessment. A deferral of assessment is the
postponement of the date you are due to submit an assessment without penalty. In the first instance
you must contact your module tutor, who will ask you to complete a deferral of assessment /
extenuating circumstances form available on TEAMS. Following this your module tutor will liaise with
the Programme Lead and a deferral of assessment agreement form will be completed and a new
submission date agreed, you will receive a copy of this. 

RE Assessment

Although no one anticipates failing a module, it is important that you are aware of what happens if you
do. Normally you would be entitled to one re-assessment opportunity if you do not pass and there is no
financial cost associated with this second attempt. You should contact Hayley Somerville If you have
any queries about re-assessment.  

Student welfare
 
The college aims to provide comprehensive support to all students assisting students who are
experiencing challenges impacting on their learning and progress. Hayley Sommerville,
hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk is the designated welfare support professional for Higher
Education she is committed to providing personalised advice and guidance on a number of different
issues including travel enquiries, financial support, welfare and counselling. All students in college have
access to a wide range of support services and Hayley will signpost students to the appropriate internal
and external service or agency.  

Library support
 
Independent study and taking an active role in your learning, including wider reading and reflection, is
critical to your success in Higher Education. The Library at Cardinal Newman College houses an
extensive, dedicated, HE section containing books, academic journals, laptops and computer facilities,
providing an accessible and relevant learning environment for all HE students. Essential and
recommended reading lists are available within each module handbook and are specifically designed to
help you select the most appropriate resources to support your learning. Print items can be requested
by emailing the Library team (library@cardinalnewman.ac.uk), and items are automatically renewed,
where possible.

Our dedicated HE Digital Library provides access to a wide range of online resources whenever you
need them. Appropriate academic journals and E-books, including TES and The Times newspaper, are
available via the Digital Library and you can also search the Library catalogue for resources available
print format. Lancashire County Library catalogues are also available to search – please ask the Library
team for more details. A wide range of information guides are available to assist you in using online
resources outside College hours.

Our Library Manager, Katie Dalton (kdalton@cardinalnewman.ac.uk), is also on-hand to assist you in
selecting and using appropriate resources effectively, as well as providing support in developing your
Information Literacy skills. Katie hosts workshops and 1:1 sessions throughout the year, exploring
topics such as research skills, referencing and academic writing. In addition to this, you can submit up
to 4 assignments per year for constructive feedback on organisation, referencing, spelling/grammar and
academic style.

You are always welcome to provide feedback regarding Library resources, however, each semester you
will be asked to take part in formal focus groups, allowing you to comment on and evaluate the
provision of learning resources; this ensures you have an active input into deciding on the learning
resources available for your studies.
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Offer a quiet working area
Proof reading
Essay planning
Organisation – files – workload
CV/personal statements assistance
Access to technology
Guidance on exam techniques
Guidance on planning revision/eam timetables
1:1 study support
Deadlines and specialist learning support team

Additional Learning Support    

To enable all students to achieve their full potential and learning goals, the college has a dedicated
Additional Learning Support (ALS) team, based in St Bede’s building. This dedicated team offers a wide
range of support to students if they have an impairment or additional needs which meets the definition of
a disability, as defined in the Equality Act 2010.

Where any additional needs are identified, the ALS team will work alongside students to determine any
reasonable adjustments that may be required to support learning. The nature of this may differ from the
support students have received in the past, as in Higher Education, there is the expectation of
progression towards independence. 

These adjustments will always be determined on an individual basis and will depend upon the course
requirements, in line with the College requirements. In some circumstances, where support from the ALS
department will not be appropriate (e.g. where a specific learning disability is not deemed to have a
substantial adverse effect on the student’s ability to carry out normal day to day activities and therefore
not considered a disability under the Equality Act 2010), we will refer the student to relevant services
within the college for further assistance.
The ALS team can support with: 

If you feel that you require any further support, including financial support to assist you with your learning
then you may be entitled to DSA, if you follow the link below it will take you direct to the website;
https://www.gov.uk/disabled-students-allowances-dsas

Programme Voice Group Meetings 

As well as talking to your module leaders or programme leaders about any issues, there are also other
ways you can feed back and help enhance the quality of your programme. These bi-annual meetings are
one of the main formal channels of communication between HE staff, students and Governors. They are
a forum in which our Foundation Degree students and staff can constructively discuss areas of good
practice as well as areas needing improvement, with the collective aim of enhancing the student
experience. Students and staff must be re assured that they will not be penalised for raising issues
during these meetings. 

Student Representatives
 
Each year, each group in each level of HE study will elect up to two student representatives, this is an
immensely rewarding role and details of how to become a student representative are available on
TEAMS. Student representatives are elected by the end of teaching week 2 to ensure that the interests of
the students on your foundation degree are represented. Much of the experience you obtain through
being a representative can be linked to personal development and employability a common feature of
teaching, learning and assessment on our HE courses. The graduate market is very competitive and
prospective employers are looking for people who stand out and can demonstrate, with real examples,
skills listed in CVs. 19
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As a representative you get to put skills into action, such as communication, leadership,
teamwork, problem solving and time management.  
If you are elected as a student representative your role will be to gather the views and opinions
of the students you represent, to present these at the meetings you attend and to feed back the
results and information to other students following the meeting. 

As well as attending PVG meetings student representatives are often asked to give feedback on
other issues relevant to students through focus groups or other committee meetings which are
organised on a more ad-hoc basis. They are also responsible for feeding back the outcomes of
any meetings or events they attend and hold a significant role during any QAA inspection. Once
elected the student representative’s details will be uploaded onto Moodle so all students are
fully aware of who is representing their views. Full training to enable them to fulfil their role
effectively will be given to the representative once elected in line with Middlesex University
student voice. 

Student Surveys

We will seek your feedback about your experiences studying on the Foundation Degree and in
addition to regular focus group meetings, module feedback questionnaires, one to one tutorial
and personal development sessions, we will bi-annually undertake a Student Perception of
Course survey (SPOC). These are important as they help the academic and support staff at
Cardinal Newman College to identify areas for improvement as well as build on things that are
well, please take time to complete these. 

Quality Assurance

Essentially quality assurance is the term used to describe the range of processes and platforms
used to scrutinize the higher education experience at Cardinal Newman College. The aim of all
the strategies in place are to examine standards of quality through examination of data and
responses, most importantly student views to maximise student satisfaction and their
opportunities for success. These robust processes promote confidence in the provision for
students and other stakeholders. 

Before any degree is validated with a partner college Middlesex University has a range of quality
assurance processes and procedures which include: 
·Institutional Approval: a process that confirms if Middlesex University will enter into a
partnership. 
·Programme approval and validation: a thorough process proposed programmes must go
through before they can be marketed and be delivered. 
·Collaborative review: a detailed process that evaluates programmes every 6 years and offers
opportunities to made adjustments. 
·Annual monitoring: A detailed document constructed by the partner college examined by
Middlesex University to assess quality and standards. 
·A designated external examiner is recruited to and liaises with the partner college for a period of
three years. Their role is to independently moderate samples of student assessment provide
feedback to the module leads, attend the awards and progression board and produce a report
for the university to confirm academic standards are being met and are comparable nationally.
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University Policies you should know.
Section F: Infringement of Assessment Regulations/Academic Misconduct
Section G: Appeal Regulations and Procedures
Section J: Middlesex University Qualifications
Student Conduct and Discipline
Student Complaints and Grievance Procedures
 
Section F: https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/424179/Section-F.pdf

Section G: http://www.mdx.ac.uk/aboutus/Strategy/regulations/sectiong.aspx

Section J: https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/424181/Section-J-Middlesex-
University-Qualifications.pdf

Student Conduct and Discipline: 
 https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/424183/Student-Conduct-and-
Discipline.pdf

Student Complaints and Grievance Procedures
https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/424182/Student-Complaints-and-
Grievance-Procedures.pdf

Annual monitoring – How the University reviews how programmes are doing every
year.

Collaborative review – A process which looks at programmes every 6 years to see how
they have been running.

External Examining – Independent moderators who help ensure academic standards are
being met but are also comparable nationally.

Although we use Middlesex University Regulations we also
have our own set of regulations which mirror Middlesex which
are available on TEAMS which we follow in the first instance. 

Your satisfaction studying on this foundation degree is very important to us however in the
event that you feel dis-satisfied with any aspect of your course please discuss this with the
programme lead hsommerville@cardinalnewman.ac.uk If you do not feel your complaint has
been addressed please speak to Assistant Principal HE ksalisbury@cardinalnewman.ac.uk who
is available to you on TEAMS. We will take all complaints seriously and endeavour to address
all your complaints and grievances in a fair and timely manner. There will be a consistency of
how complaints are treated and all will be initially resolved in an informal way. However, if
necessary complaints will follow stages laid down in the procedures and if necessary lead to a
formal stage. Cardinal Newman College is registered with the Office for Independent
Adjudication http://www.oiahe.org.uk/
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